
NRES 433L/833L 

2013 Excursion Schedule 

 

Friday, Oct. 18: 

2:00 Meet north parking lot, Hardin Hall (leave luggage in Rooms 124 or 401 during day) 

 Load vans; find a van driven by a driver for NRES 433L 

3:00 Leave for Cedar Point (bring snack for drive if you want) 

6:03 Sunset (MDT) 

7:00  (MDT)  Arrive Cedar Point, late dinner, orientation, find cabins, store equipment 

  

Saturday, Oct. 19 (times are MDT): 

7:00:   Breakfast/Sunrise (7:03) 

7:45 Quick excursion introduction: Dining Hall (Larkin) 

8:00 Explore Cedar Point property—on own 

8:30  Set out mammal traps (Andrei/Larkin):  establish transect/flags  

– Mary/volunteer: set up mist nets; Lucia/Jennifer prepare camera traps 

9:30 Establish camera stations (Lucia/Jennifer): establish stations about property 

10:45 Set out turtle traps and nets at local pond (Larkin/drivers): take all traps to Yellow Pond  

Noon:  Lunch and Cedar Point Orientation: Jon Garbisch, Associate Director, Cedar Point 

1:00: GROUP #1:  Drop-net techniques and coot surveys (Jennifer and Mary)  

 GROUP #2:  Pellet counts in pasture/cedars, track casts (Lucia/Andrei) 

 GROUP #3:  Prairie dog habitat assessment: VOR and Daubenmire transects (Larkin) 

3:00 Groups check turtle traps, PIT tags (#3: Larkin); conduct mist netting/drop-netting, bird 

bands (#1: Mary/Jennifer); mammal traps, ear tags (#2: Lucia/Andrei) 

5:30 Dinner (Sunset: 6:01) 

6:45 Classroom exercises: 

--Aging deer and prairie-chickens (Lucia/Larkin); scoring antlers (Andrei), 

prairie dog diet (Mary/Jen)—two rounds  

 

Sunday, Oct. 20: 

7:00 Breakfast/Sunrise (7:04) 

7:30 Check turtle traps (#1), mist netting/drop-netting (#2), check small mammal traps (#3)  

10:00    GROUP #1:  Prairie dog habitat assessment: VOR and Daubenmire transects (Larkin)

 GROUP #2:  Drop-net techniques and coot surveys (Jennifer and Mary) 

 GROUP #3:  Pellet counts in pasture/cedars, track casts (Lucia/Andrei) 

Noon:  Lunch  

1:00   GROUP #1:  Pellet counts in pasture/cedars, track casts (Lucia/Andrei) 

 GROUP #2:  Prairie dog habitat assessment: VOR and Daubenmire transects (Larkin) 

 GROUP #3:  Drop-net techniques and coot surveys (Jennifer and Mary) 

3:00   Check turtle traps (#2), mist netting/drop-netting (#3), check small mammal traps (#1) 

 --Pull nets and traps. 

5:30 Dinner (Sunset: 6:00) 

6:45 Fire building competition (Andrei/Larkin)  

7:45 Finish aging/scoring/diet exercise (last round)   

 

Monday, Oct. 21: 

7:00 Breakfast/Sunrise (7:05) 

8:00   Get track casts.  Clean traps and nets.   

9:00 Prairie Dog Habitat Suitability Index sampling (Larkin/drivers) 

 --above cabins, prairie dog colony, turtle pasture, Lake Ogallala campground 

11:30 Telemetry introduction (classroom; Lucia/Larkin) 



Noon:  Lunch  

1:00   GROUP #1:  Bearing/compass (Larkin/Mary) 

 GROUP #2:  Box turtles: radio-telemetry (Andrei) 

 GROUP #3:  Radio-telemetry error estimation (Lucia/Jennifer) 

2:00   GROUP #1:  Radio-telemetry error estimation (Lucia/Jennifer) 

GROUP #2:  Bearing/compass (Larkin/Mary) 

 GROUP #3:  Box turtles: radio-telemetry (Andrei) 

3:00   GROUP #1:  Box turtles: radio-telemetry (Andrei) 

 GROUP #2:  Radio-telemetry error estimation (Lucia/Jennifer) 

 GROUP #3:  Bearing/compass (Larkin/Mary) 

4:00 Break 

4:30 Collect trail cameras from field (Lucia/Jennifer) 

5:30 Dinner (Sunset: 5:58) 

6:30 Groups evaluate trail camera photos on personal laptops or Cedar Point computers 

Campfire? 

 Complete lab packet (due 9:00am Tuesday) 

 Submit final exam questions on notecards 

 Clean equipment, cabins 

 

Tuesday, Oct. 22: 

7:00  Breakfast (Sunrise: 7:06) 

 Final clean-up, check out 

8:00 Final exam 

 TA’s: assist with box lunches for trip home 

9:00 Hand in lab packets 

On road to Lincoln, box lunches in each van 

3:00 Arrival in Lincoln (Central time); drop passengers and return vans to car pool 


